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Abstract: Piezoelectric actuators (PEA) are frequently employed in applications where nano-Micr-
odisplacement is required because of their high-precision performance. However, the positioning is
affected substantially by the hysteresis which resembles in an nonlinear effect. In addition, hysteresis
mathematical models own deficiencies that can influence on the reference following performance.
The objective of this study was to enhance the tracking accuracy of a commercial PEA stack actuator
with the implementation of a novel approach which consists in the use of a Super-Twisting Algorithm
(STA) combined with artificial neural networks (ANN). A Lyapunov stability proof is bestowed to
explain the theoretical solution. Experimental results of the proposed method were compared with a
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. The outcomes in a real PEA reported that the novel
structure is stable as it was proved theoretically, and the experiments provided a significant error
reduction in contrast with the PID.
Keywords: hysteresis; control systems; neural networks; stabilization; actuators; super twisting algorithm
1. Introduction
In the early 1970s, the high accuracy positioning was constrained only at academic do-
mains; however, as a result of advanced fabrication methods, the beginning of the current
century leads the possibility of bringing micro-actuators in industrial environments [1].
Piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) are suitable candidates when there is an application that
needs for nano-microdisplacement combined with precision as requirements [2]. Addi-
tionally, these systems provide accuracy and mechanical capabilities due to their high
stiffness [3]. The blend is produced with the advantage of their size, which is an asset
for the downsizing trend in actuators today. Due to these benefits, the applications are
broad which includes energy harvesting [4], active vibration [5], motor design [6], etc.
Furthermore, in recent years, the PEA has been a research aim for medical uses, such as
drug delivery systems [7], micro grippers [8], spinal injection device [9], and orthodontic
treatment [10].
The performance of these actuators downgrades due undesirable effects present in
piezoelectric materials where the common ones are creep [11], vibration dynamics [12],
and hysteresis. The latter is one of the most important and studied since the error can be
up to 22% [13], which is a significant value when high precision is required in guidance
systems. Furthermore, this phenomenon cannot be disregarded since not only affects a
desired position but also it can yield the system to the instability [14].
The hysteresis is reflected as nonlinearity where the present input depends on the past
values and usually is also defined as an effect that appears as a combination of mechanical
strain and electric field [15,16]. Figure 1 is a figurative description at a material level when
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an electric field is applied through a piezoelectric material. In a neutral state without any
electric action, the poles are in a arbitrary direction but when it gets exited, the poles begin
to be aligned with the field, and an elongation is produced which is associated with the
ferroelectric effect [17]. When the electric field decreases its value, the poles intention is to
be back to their initial direction but with a certain difference compared to the one when the
electric field started to increase its value and this produces the hysteresis [18].
Figure 1. Piezoelectric material polarization with an electric field where: (a) is in a neutral state, (b) is with an applied field,
and (c) is after the electric field action.
According to Reference [19], there are two paths for hysteresis reduction: in terms of
the raw matter, the piezoelectric material can be conceived up to an atomic level, which
represents a complex task; at a practical level, a control strategy can be designed to drive
the position to the desired one by controlling the voltage input signal.
As a first approach, linear controllers can be a suitable option to control the trajectory.
In the early 1980s, authors of Reference [20] suggested to implement linear strategies
to diminish hysteresis from PEAs. Although proportional-integral-derivative (PID) is a
classic and simple integration tool for most applications, widely attractive works have
been done in recent years [21–23]. Other PID variants had shown the inclusion of feedback
linearization [24], grey relational [25], semiautomatic tuning [26], fractional PID [27], or
gain-scheduling in a fuzzy-PID structure [28]. Besides, other authors had employed linear
quadratic regulator for similar actuator in terms of structural control [29]. However, the
hysteresis is a strong nonlinear effect where common structures need to have an advance
design so as to diminish [30]. Moreover, with critical uncertainties, like modeling and
external loads, these linear approaches are limited in a certain bandwidth [31].
The significant presence of nonlinearities in PEAs aims to implement controllers which
can deal with these features. Feedback linearization with uncertainties control has been
employed recently with the addition of a Bouc-Wen (BW) model for hysteresis where the
researchers achieved good accuracy although the BW is limited for asymmetric hysteresis
response [32,33]. An advance approach has equally been used with model predictive
control based on an adaptive algorithm that was tested in a real system that provided
an error of around 1%, which is an acceptable although tests were performed with low
amplitude signals [34]. Robust controllers had also been investigated with adequate results;
authors from Reference [35] implemented a robust control with its stability analysis of
a scheme based on inverse models that produced decent outcomes as an error around
0.5 µm. In addition, other robust techniques as sliding mode control (SMC) had captured
the interest due to its capability to reject the uncertainties [36,37]. Several approaches of
first order SMC had been designed and used for PEAs, even though the chattering is an
important drawback [38–40].
In recent years, many methods have been designed to overcome the chattering phe-
nomenon [41–44]. Thus, the authors of References [41,42] implemented the boundary layer
technique which changes the discontinuous term of SMC by a smooth approximation when
the states are about to reach the limits of a defined bound; however, the main drawback
of this method is the decline of anti-disturbance capabilities [45]. In Reference [43], a
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multi-surfaces SMC for approximation of unknown perturbations was proposed; despite
the novelty of the framework, only simulation results were presented, and the algorithm
has a broad number of gains for tuning. Integral Sliding Mode Control (ISMC) represents
another employed structure for static-error reduction as it was developed in Reference [44];
nevertheless, when a saturation function is used, the practicality is reduced because the
boundaries are complex to obtain and the control accuracy is diminished [46].
Another advanced method for chattering reduction is High Order Sliding Mode
Control (HOSMC) that was introduced by Reference [47], which intention is to influence
the high order derivatives of the system for the chattering alleviation. This technique
is well known for its usage in Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control [48,49],
active vehicle suspension [50], but it is also employed for high performance guidance in
aircrafts [51] as in PEAs [52–54]. The Super-Twisting Algorithm (STA) belongs to the group
of HOSMC and it is well known for its robustness and chattering decrease due to the
inclusion of an integral term [55]. Although the implementation of STA is simple, as any
other SMC controller, it has a discontinuous and a continuous term; traditionally, for the
design of the latter mentioned, the model knowledge is required to construct the control
law [56]. However, the hysteresis models have certain drawbacks which can produce
difficulties for implementations and design [57].
There are two different approaches for hysteresis modeling: mathematical- and physics-
based [58]. The first kind contemplates the most used ones, like Preisach, Prandtl- Ishlinksii,
and Krasnosel’skii-Pokrovkii models [59–61], which are based on hysteron operators. This
function has the capability to depend on current and past inputs so as to reflect the hysteresis
effect [62]. Although these frameworks can be adopted as observers with reasonable accuracy,
the inverse calculation for feed-forward control can result intricate [63]. Despite its complexity,
recent cutting edge uni-axial phenomenological models have been developed which are rate
and material independent and they only require a history variable [64,65]. The physics-based
ones are known as the Domain Wall and the Jiles-Atherton model; these are acknowledged
for their description of hysteresis present in magnetic materials and might be unsuitable since
they are material-dependent models [58].
Despite the fact that an SMC drawback is the model-based approach, it was described
due to the inaccuracies that these yields, and this research was based on a neuronal STA or
Super-Twisting (ST)-artificial neural networks (ANN) since the usage of ANNs can reduce
these effects [66,67]. A shallow introduction about the background of research done by
the scientific community in ANNs for nonlinear mapping is presented in the following
sections. A PID was used for results comparison as it has been commonly utilized for these
correlations in literature [68–70].
The following paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows and describes the
commercial hardware used, a shallow explanation about the hysteresis mechanics and the
signals adopted for hysteresis extraction, as well as tracking reference; furthermore, the
mechanics of the ST-ANN is explained with a subsection for the discontinuous terms as
for the ANN. Additionally, a Lyapunov analysis was provided to prove the stability of the
system with this novel controller. Finally, Section 3 shows the performance in real time of
the ANN used with the following results and contrasts between the PID and the ST-ANN.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Hardware Description
This research was based on commercial hardware from Thorlabs where the PEA used
was a PK4FYC2, which is a stack actuator that consists of numerous piezoelectric chips
stuck with epoxy and glass beads. The displacement is in a micrometric scale; hence, four
strain gauges with a Wheatstone bridge arrangement provide the elongation by resistance
change. The voltage input available of the PEA is in a range of 0–150 VCC, where, at its top
value, it provides 38.5 µm. According to the manufacturer, the maximum error is 15% that
is related to the hysteresis which can be reduced by employing a PID controller in feedback
control structure. Further technical specifications are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Piezoelectric actuator (PEA) specifications.
Values Units
Nominal Displacement 38.5 µm
Actuator Dimensions 7.3 × 7.3 × 36 mm
Force at maximum displacement 400 N
Blocking force 1000 N
Resonant frequency 34 kHz
The 0–150 VCC was generated by a single channel driver cube Thorlabs KPZ101
recommended for the PEA used, and it is flexible for a broad range of actuators. This device
allows a convenient way of operation based on open loop mode without the necessity of
using a peripheral computer. Additionally, it is also capable to work in close loop with an
external signal of 0–10 VCC, and the device extends proportionally in 0–150 VCC to the
PEA up to a maximum allowed bandwidth of 1 kHz.
Since the measurement is based on a Wheatstone bridge, the elongation is a resistance
change which can be difficult to read due to the minor values; thus, the manufacturer
recommended to use the pre-amplifier AMP002. This device is operated to extend the
small differences on a 0–2 VCC signal that is fed into a cube reader Thorlabs KSG101. This
instrument provides the PEA extension in an embedded LED viewer and an output signal
between 0–10 VCC.
As previously presented, the driving and measurement signals consisted in 0–10 VCC;
thus, a dSpace DS1104 board was used for acquisition and control. This hardware also has
the ability to operate in Real-Time Interface (RTI) so as to reduce the compilation time for
driving algorithms and it allows the user to generate real time control tuning. This board
was connected through a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus in a Dell Precision
Workstation T3500 with an Intel 64 2.4 GHz microprocessor and 18 Gb of available memory.
The control architecture was exclusively designed in Simulink by Mathworks and
implemented through dSpace RTI. The architecture was designed with flexibility for real-
time which allowed gain tuning and performance metric calculation. The visualized
data in real time was acquired and recorded in ControlDesk. The information gathered
was processed and visualized in MATLAB by Mathworks. The sampling time for all the
experiments was established at 1kHz since it suits the relation between data acquisition and
hardware physical limitation. A schematic description of the flow between the hardware
and the software is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Hardware and software integration architecture.
2.2. Hysteresis and References Used
Typically, triangular and sine waves are managed for PEA actuators [71,72]. Certainly,
the sine represents a soft signal which generates an ellipse kind hysteresis graph where
the alternative option provides a sharp form due to the slope changes at the maximum
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driving voltage. In this research, both signals were used for reference following although
the hysteresis was envisioned through a triangle wave. This complex signal includes
high-frequency harmonics, striking slope changes and it is well used in industry, like for
atomic force microscopes [73]. Therefore, the tracking control performance needs to be
robust enough. The amplitude selected was 145 V to avoid over-voltage issues and increase
its life-span; the triangle period was set in 4 s.
The mechanics of the hysteresis curve of the PEA employed is shown in Figure 3,
which was produced by using 2 triangle cycles with the previously described features
where the maximum hysteresis achieved was 4.47 µm at 37.7 V. The sequence starts at the
initial point (1) which is also known as the initial point since it is where the PEA undertakes
its operation; thus, a first ascending curve climbs until (2), which is the upper target point
at the maximum voltage (145 VCC). Thereafter, the fall is through an asymmetric path
along the first descending curve until (3), the lower converging point. This last-mentioned
particular point tends to be a convergence mark for all the following cycles except the first
one. Subsequently, the second operative cycle roses the second ascending curve till (2)
again; thus, the upper target point is also another convergence point. The final driving for
the two cycles input voltage ends at (4), which is equivalent with (3).
Since the PEA was operated at 0–145 VCC, this voltage range had to be transformed
into a displacement reference. A proportional relation is deficient since the point (1) is
merely for the first cycle; thus, a linear transformation can be trace between (4) and (2)
with a linear Equation (1), where the slope m is among the two converging points and c
corresponds to the vertical offset at (3).
Displacement[µm] = m ·Voltage[V] + c. (1)
Figure 3. PK4FYC2 hysteresis graph between 0–145 VCC.
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2.3. Control Design and Performance Metrics Used
In this research, two control architectures were implemented in experiments to verify
and compare their performance. A schematic view of these structures is shown in Figure 4,
which will be explained in further details in the following sections. The controllers possess
certain degrees of freedom which are related to constants; the tuning of these values was
executed through Integral of the Absolute Error (IAE) reduction which has the expression of
the first term in Equation (2) with the intention of reducing the error to zero. The parameter
N is an observation data length time for the calculation, where, in this case, it was chosen to
be equivalent to the period of the triangle signal used.
Figure 4. Control architectures used during the experiments. (a) ST -artificial neural networks (ANN);
(b) feedback with proportional-integral-derivative (PID).
Although the IAE indicates the guidance performance, which is one of the essential
goals of this research, other metrics were used so as to reflect the improvements as authors
from Reference [73] did in their work: the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the relative
root-mean-square-error (RRMSE). The second and third term from Equation (2) are the



























Although a PID is a classic tool, it is still a competitive continuous controller to-
day [74]. The expression is divided in three parts: a proportional, an integral and a deriva-
tive; each term corresponds, respectively, to speed response, steady-state error reduction,
and dynamics improvement [75]. Although there are several techniques for tuning, such
as Ziegler-Nichols, as a conventional option, the method of min{IAE} was unified for
both control strategies. The structure defined by Equation (3) was built in Simulink and
integrated in the DS1104, where e(k) is the error, ∆t is the sampling time, and the gains Kp,
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Ki, and Kd correspond to the proportional, integral, and derivative term, respectively, were
tuned based on IAE reduction in real time.








2.5. Super Twisting Algorithm Based on ANNs
The main aim of this research is to provide a suited control law for the PEA, so it could
track the required references with fast correction and error reduction. STAs are known for
their performance and robustness in guidance accuracy, as well as chattering attenuation,
in comparison with first order SMCs, as it was analyzed in Section 1. The control law
is established as Equations (4)–(6) show, where usw is a continuous and discontinuous
composition whose intention is to compensate uncertainties and dynamics that uann is
unable to reduce. The surface S was assumed as Equation (7), where the error is x− xre f ,
such that x is the measured PEA displacement, and xre f is the reference. Regarding the
uncertainties and external disturbances, during the experiments, several features were
observed, such as temperature [66,76], which affected the strain-gauge measurement,
sensor noise, and other dynamics unconcerned. The constants K1 and K2 are design
parameters which were tuned by IAE reduction in real time, taking into account the
boundaries of the stability proof of Section 2.5.
usw = u1 + u2, (4)
u1 = −K1 · |S|
1
2 · sign(S), (5)
u̇2 = −K2 · sign(S), (6)
S = ė + λe. (7)
Neural Network Compensation Detailed
As previously mentioned in Section 1, most of the PEA models have difficulties
to map the dynamics of the systems even due to asymmetric effects or complex model
implementation which can result in a high computational requirement. Hence, due to
these drawbacks, the linearity and hysteresis dynamics are compensated by an ANN
contemplated in a voltage term as uann.
An ANN consists of an algorithmic configuration that has a minimum of three mathe-
matical connected layers known as input, hidden, and output [77]. This biological concept is
adopted from the brain neurons which can recognize, learn ,and change based on previous
actions (also called neuroplasticity) [78]. Thus, these properties based on the mathematical for-
mulation can lead the ability to perform approximations of nonlinear dynamic systems [79,80].
Recently, these type of system identification technique was implemented, like Time Delay
Neural Network (TDNN), which has shown good results in fitting performance [81,82].
In this research, the architecture used for dynamic mapping was a Layer Recurrent
Neural Network (LRNN), which is a shallow type with a recurrent inner connection and
correlated with a tap delay; this feature allows the usage of previous states and present
inputs to produce outputs within hidden states [83]. These ANNs kinds were proved to be
efficient for modeling and mapping hysteresis phenomenon [84]. In the following analysis,
tests were performed employing the Deep Learning Toolbox of MATLAB 2020a (which
was compatible with the version used of dSpace); thus, the implementation allows only
shallow ANNs for code generation in Simulink [85].
The LRNN structure (shown in Figure 5) consists of a three nodes as conventional
ANN but with an outstanding feature of the hidden layer where a recurrent connection
is used with the other layers and acts as a feed-forward over the block. The mechanics of
this layer are as follows: at each time-step, the reference is processed at the input through
an associated weight W1, the output of the hidden layer r(t) recurs by a specified delay n
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and a weight Wi; finally, a bias vector bi is added to the operation. The whole sum goes
through an activation function that defines the behavior of the weight associated to the
neuron [86]. In this case, the activation function is tansig which has limits between −1 and










Figure 5. Recurrent artificial neural network (ANN) architecture.
The operation coming from the hidden layer is then passed as an input in the output
layer which has a simple development. The variable r(t) is weighted by Wj and a bias bj
is added to be the input of a linear transfer function or also known as purelin (defined in
Equation (11)). The output of the entire ANN drives uann as mathematically is shown in
Equation (10).
uann = purelin[Wj(r(t)) + bj], (10)
purelin(x) = x. (11)
The previous operations have associated weights which were obtained through train-
ing algorithms that are calculated based on input and output data from the real device. The
MATLAB Deep Learning Toolbox advice to use “Levenberg-Marquardt” algorithm as
default for the ANN training; however, the obtained data had noise, and the ANN could
yield to a low mapping performance. The authors of Reference [87] suggested using the
Bayesian regularization, which is an appropriate training algorithm since it also endorses
over-fitting prevention. An iteration in the training consists in Equation (12), where the
vector Wb contains the current weights and bias, gk is the current gradient, and α is the
learning rate. Further details in depth of the Bayesian regularization are developed in
Reference [88].
Wbk+1 = Wbk − αgk. (12)
The performance of the training algorithm was measured by the mean squared error
(MSE), which is defined by Equation (13), where Ti is the target output and Ui is the
ANN prediction. In the following sections, the LRNN accuracy is proven according to
input/output information related to the triangle reference signal due to its complexity
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2.6. Stability Proof
Previous to a formal demonstration, the PEA is assumed as a second order mechanical
system as defined in Equation (14).
mẍ + bẋ + kx + d fh(x) = du + P. (14)
The expression is defined with m, b, k, x, d, u, h, and P, which are the mass, damping
constant, stiffness constant, position, piezoelectric coefficient, input voltage, hysteresis, and
overall perturbations (uncertainties, unmodeled dynamics, etc.), respectively. The term
fh(x) represents the hysteresis which depends on the position x. On the other hand, the
piezoelectric coefficient d is defined as the product between the stiffness and the utmost
displacement divided by the maximum driving voltage.
The mechanical values, such as m, b, k, were obtained with the same data employed
for the ANN. The software used was the Parameter Estimator Toolbox from Simulink based
on a nonlinear least squared with the algorithm Trust-Region-Reflective. The summarize is
enlisted in Table 2.
Table 2. Mechanical properties for the PEA.
Values Units
Mass (m) 0.431 Kg
Damping (b) 1340 N·s/m
Stiffness (k) 81263 N/m
Consider a control signal defined as in the following Equation (15).
u = uann + usw, (15)
such that: 







In previous sections, the uann was obtained from ANN approximation; moreover, the
objective of this term is to compensate the linearity and the hysteresis through a voltage.
Additionally, the usw was previously defined as the STA correction in Equation (4), and the
intention is to reduce the errors, perturbations and unknown dynamics. This description is
summarized in Equation (16).
The ulinear can be defined as a linear mechanical system without perturbations or
hysteresis, as in Equation (17). Therefore, by replacing the latter into Equation (16), it can












mẍre f + bẋre f + kxre f
)
+ fann(x). (18)
With the substitution of Equation (18) and the second part of Equation (16), a control
signal can be achieved as it was defined in Equation (15). Thus, when u is gathered, it can
be replaced in Equation (14) to obtain the following Equation (19).
mẍ + bẋ + kx + d fh(x) = mẍre f + bẋre f + kxre f + d fann(x) + dusw + P. (19)
This expression can be simplified because the error was defined as e = x− xre f . Since
the ANN will never provide a perfect fitting, then we define fann(x)− fh(x) = εann as
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an associated error of approximation. Hence, the preceding expression is redefined as
Equation (20).
më + bė + ke = dεann + P + dusw. (20)
Subsequently, the equation can be solved to obtain the second derivative of the error
as in Equation (21).














Therefore, if the surface defined in Equation (7) is derived, Equation (22) is obtained.
Thus, the second derivative from Equation (21) can be replaced to reach Equation (23).
Ṡ = ë + λė, (22)













usw + λė =
d
m
usw + ρ, (23)
where:











In this expression, it is perceived that the intention of the STA is to reduce the errors
and its derivatives, as well as the perturbations and approximation differences, that the
ANN could not accomplish. A further development of the expression from Equation (23)







+ ρ = −θ1|S|
1











A vector transformation can be assumed based on References [70,89–91], with its
following derivative in Equations (27) and (28).
β =
[

































According to the author of Reference [92], a “practical” approach for the management
of ρ can be defined as Equation (30). It should be noted that this fact does not limit the
applicability of this control scheme as in a real system as the term ρ will have a superior
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Hence, the Lyapunov stability proof establishes that a dynamical system is asymptotically
stable if there exists a definite Lyapunov function V(S), such that V: Rn → R so that V(β) > 0,
V(∞) = ∞, V(0) = 0 & V̇(β) < 0, ∀β 6= 0 [93–95]. Thus, the Lyapunov function chosen is
Equation (31); the correspondent time derivative is defined in Equation (32).




















As previously explained, for this demonstration, the term ρ is bounded; therefore, we
define the constrained statement from Equation (33).
ρ = γ|s|
1
2 sign(s) = γβ1. (33)
The replacement of the bounded condition of Equation (33) within the right hand-side
term of Equation (32) results in Equation (34).
V̇(β) = − 1|β1|
β̇TQβ, (34)




θ21 + 2θ2 − γ(θ1 + 4 θ2θ1 ) −θ1
−(θ1 − γ) 1
. (35)
Thus, the stability is conditioned by the gains k1 and k2 since it implies that the matrix
Q should be positive definite. To accomplish this statement, the conditions of Equation (36)









3.1. LRRN Training Results
The training of the ANN was undertaken with data recorded from the triangle input
signal described in Section 2.1, which has an amplitude of 145 V and 4 s of a period. As
data for training, as a compensator, the model had to be inversed, which means that the
input to the LRNN was the displacement, whereas the voltage represents the output. This
information not only mainly contemplates the hysteresis but also a linear compensation.
A record of 40 s of data was handled and divided in 70/15/15 proportions for training,
evaluation, and testing; further details are specified in Table 3. In regards to the hardware
used for iteration, a cutting-edge Dell Precision 3640 was employed and configured with
parallel calculation activated in 7 cores.
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Table 3. ANN specifications.
Values
Data points 40.000
Training/ Validation/ Test Sets 70/15/15
Iterations 5300
Performance Metric MSE
Training Algorithm Bayesian regularization
Training time [hs] 6
The results revealed an acceptable mapping contrasted with the real data of the PEA
as it is shown in Figure 6. During the first rise between 0 and 2 s, the error had a sudden
fluctuation up to 0.5 s and a following variation with noise around the zero voltage up to
less than 2 s. At this time value, the change of slope was expected to be sharp although
the correction was performed in less than 0.05 s with 0.3 V of error. During the rise, before
2.7 s, the signal showed a leveled average again around 0 V. However, after 2.5 s the error
began to plunge with intensity up to 3.5 s with noise until −0.3 V. Later, a sudden reply
soared up to −0.1 V with a following fluctuation and an expected shifting that is mirrored
at 0 s again due to the slope change.
Despite the fact that the error tends to fluctuate, the response is acceptable. An RMSE
of 0.11 V was obtained, which is tolerable for a signal amplitude of 145 V. In addition,
even if the achieved output has noise, it is also a replication of the sensor noise which was
expected, as well. The inclusion of a control is able to reduce these unexpected features,
can manage to diminish the error, and increase the accuracy.
Figure 6. Performance of the Layer Recurrent Neural Network (LRNN), where: (a) hysteresis fitting; (b) error approximation.
3.2. Tracking Control Results
The control structures presented were embedded in the dSpace hardware, where
the first one was the PID and the second one was the ST-ANN. The data acquired was
produced within the two mentioned references for each controller which outcome in two
different comparisons. The performance metric for the controllers tuning in real time was
the IAE which had to be reduced so as to obtain outstanding results. Moreover, to secure
the equipment, each structure had security blocks, like saturations (0–150 VCC of input
voltage) and antiwind-up, for the integral action terms.
Regarding the gains obtained, Kp, Ki, and Kd were settled to 1000, 10, and 10−4,
respectively, for the PID. The advance architecture of ST-ANN achieves its best performance
with λ, K1, and K2 at, respectively, values of 20, 1.4, and 118. These parameters were
obtained in real-time by the reduction performance of IAE by taking into account the
conditions provided by the stability proof.
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3.3. Triangle Reference Comparisons
The first comparison was allowed with the main trajectory that was used for the ANN
training and also because it was a complex reference to be followed. Figure 7 is the error
along 8 s (2 cycles) of a period and 145 V of amplitude. Despite the fact that the PID
generates an error between 0.05 and 0.15 µm, this value decreases the performance in a
guidance requirement. From the beginning, the first rise between 0 and 2 s, the PID had
reduced its accuracy due to a gap from zero error, which slightly increases its value until
the first slope change into negative at 2 s. Nonetheless, the ST-ANN shows a stabilized
error signal with a mean near the zero and with a variation less than 0.05 µm, mostly
through the first 2 s of analysis.
The following point of interest is at 2 s, where the trajectory changes promptly its
slope. The shifting behavior of the PID at the upper converging point produces a sudden
error correction which lasts a few fractions of a second. The error reverses its sign and value
from 0.1 to near −0.15 µm, which implies a change of 0.25 µm. In spite of the perceptible
slope change that the PID control tried to compensate as fast as it could, the ST-ANN acts
with a subtle demeanor, as can be seen in the zoom window, where a slight overrun is
performed and corrected promptly. This difference showed that the PID overshoots 2.3
more than the ST-ANN.
Between 2 and 4 s, the descending occurs, and the PID has mirrored manner, as
previously during the rise but with less variation. However, the ST-ANN is still in a same
performance as previously, where the level is around the zero value and with slight error
increments between 3 and 4 s. At the lower converging point (at 4 s), the slope changed
back to positive where the PID alternates with lower amplitude in the error switch from
−0.05 to near 0.07 µm; the ST-ANN displays imperceptible changes during this moment as
can be seen in the following zoom window. Thereafter, the situation is repeated due to the
second triangle cycle achieved each 4 s.
Figure 7. Error comparison between the ST-ANN and the PID structures.
During the described error compensation of both architectures, a control signal was
generated for the PEA and recorded to be displayed in Figure 8. Any saturation or sudden
changes were exposed which could damage the PEA driver or even reach the instability.
Although the complex control framework incorporates a discontinuous term, the generated
control signal is acceptable since chattering was unnoticed.
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Figure 8. Control signals comparison of the ST-ANN and the PID.
3.4. Sine Reference Comparisons
The triangular trajectories showed a suitable tracking performance, and it was ex-
pected to increment on the effectiveness for a soft reference with the same features (like
amplitude and period) as a sine wave. However, in Figure 9, it can be seen that the PID
still has difficulties to follow a soft signal, although it could respond with a mild correction
compared to previous results. On the other hand, the ST-ANN could manage the error
even related to the sharp previous tested signal as the magnitude was around the same
values. As in the similarity in amplitude (between −0.15 and 0.1 µm between 1 and 3 s),
the shifting of the slope operates in a similar mien.
Since the current reference signal was soft, it was predicted that the control signal
was going to behave the same, in this case, provided that a suitable control was designed.
The comparison in Figure 10 shows a smooth manner in both architectures with any
aggravations that could complicate the life-span of the PEA.
Figure 9. Error comparison between the ST-ANN and the PID structures for a sine wave tracking reference.
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Figure 10. Control signal comparison between the ST-ANN and the PID structures for a sine wave tracking reference.
3.5. Performance Metrics Comparison
In this research, the prime objective was to pursuit an error reduction in the mentioned
trajectories so as to increase the accuracy. Consequently, the IAE was reduced by tuning
of the corresponding gains; thus, the metrics in terms of the error were calculated along a
period of the reference signals already used. Table 4 shows the results of the IAE, RMSE,
and RRMSE contrasted in both controllers and signals.
Table 4. Comparison of the different metrics.
Reference IAE RMSE [µm] RRMSE [%]
ST PID Difference ST-ANN PID Difference ST PID Difference
Triangle 0.0653 0.28 4.2× 0.0203 0.0756 3.7× 0.45 1.69 3.75×
Sine wave 0.0625 0.28 4.4× 0.0195 0.0795 4× 0.44 1.80 4.09×
The IAE revealed an expected improvement for the ST-ANN, where the PID showed
0.28 in both references but the ST-ANN increased the precision with the sine wave by twice
(from 0.065 in the triangle up to 0.0625 with the sine wave). This dissimilarity is reflected
in both cases where the ST-ANN enhanced 4.2 and 4.4 times in difference.
Regarding the RMSE, the reflection is similar with the same magnitude of variation.
The ST-ANN yielded an RMSE of 0.0203 µm with a triangle trajectory, whereas the PID
downgraded the performance to 0.0756 µm, which implies a difference of 3.7 times. The
sine wave was expected to show a similar and even greater disparity, which is expressed
4 times higher for the PID.
Finally, the RRMSE endures the previous trend where the ST-ANN overcame the
comparisons. The situation was likewise with the triangular reference: the PID showed
a value of 1.69%, whereas the ST-ANN diminished up to 0.45%, resulting in 3.75 times
of difference. Again, the circumstance is similar in the sine wave trajectory where the
magnitudes are alike and the difference is higher as expected.
4. Conclusions
In the current research, it was proven that PEA actuators can gather high accuracy in
terms of micro-displacement in a way required for special applications, like that reviewed
in Section 1. Hysteresis is one of the key obstacles, so a suitable and advanced control
should be designed to accomplish the target of reducing the nonlinearity.
In this study, a commercial PEA from Thorlabs with its peripheral hardware was used
to test each control structure designed in a dSpace board. At first, it was shown that the
hysteresis provided by the manufacturer can reach up to 15%. A triangular reference of
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145 VCC of amplitude with a period of 4 s was used as the main signal, although a sine
wave with the same features was tested for robustness check. It was found that HOSMC
controllers are a satisfactory option to try since the chattering is fairly reduced compared
to first order SMC and also due to their robustness. An ANN was used to avoid the issues
that the model-based SMC represents; thus, an LRNN trained with Bayesian regularization
was developed with real data from the PEA.
A Lyapunov stability proof was presented to reveal the theoretical performance of
the ST-ANN. It was uncovered that the controller supplies a stable response provided that
the STA accomplishes with conditions based on its gains. The following steps were the
experiments based on the implementation of the control architectures; the gains of each
framework were tuned based on minIAE. The stability was also check in the experiments
since unstable responses were unseen. Regarding the complex reference that the triangle
represented, the ST-ANN displayed a remarkable performance in comparison to the PID
since the latter had variations specially in the slope changes, whereas the advance structure
displayed a slight noisy fluctuation (which can be associated to the sensor) around the zero
value. The error generated in the sine wave as a reference exhibited similarities with the
ST-ANN, whereas the PID could not reduce the error, even if the signal was soft. In terms
of the control signals, both controllers showed acceptable behaviors even in the triangle
as in the sine wave where no saturations nor severe changes were appreciated. In general
terms, the two controllers revealed soft and adequate signals.
At last, a comparison of metrics was performed where it was shown the advantage
of the ST-ANN numerically. Regarding the IAE, both controllers had almost the same
difference, but the ST-ANN exposed a higher performance, which was between 4.2 and
4.4 times superior to the PID. The other metric compared was the RMSE, which resembled
a greater discrepancy in the triangle reference; the ST-ANN was 3.7 times higher, and, in the
softer signal, it was increased to 4. Finally, the RRMSE act the same since the magnitudes
were similar as with the RMSE.
Future research aims include various options so as to improve the performance of
ST-ANN. A complex ANN can be used since a shallow type was designed; thus, a deep
learning approach can be considered so as to be implemented in real time (taking into
account that the computational requirement for training can be higher). Regarding the STA
used, the gains were tuned based on parameter minimization and stabilization condition,
but an adaptive algorithm can be also implemented, like fuzzy or neural approach.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
PEA Piezoelectric Actuator
STA Super-twisting Algorithm
ANN Artificial Neural Network
PID Proportional-integral-derivative
BW Bouc-Wen
SMC Sliding Mode Control
ISMC Integral Sliding Mode Control
HOSMC High Order Sliding Mode Control
RTI Real-Time Interface
IAE Integral of the absolute error
RMSE Root mean squared of the error
RRMSE Relative mean squared of the error
TDNN Time Delay Neural Network
LRNN Layer Recurrent Neural Network
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